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International business transactions involving United States persons and firms have
grown like weeds in a vacant lot, especially
since 1945. Such transactions include export
or import sales of goods, licensing arrangements abroad., the establishment of foreign
subsidiaries, carriage of goods among different countries, international sovereign and
private lending, and so forth. Not surprisingly, federal and state governments have long
been intensely interested in regulating or
otherwise affecting these international business transactions.
Government in the United States is not
wholly free to regulate or prohibit international business transactions, however. Our
Constitution sets forth a vision of limited
government, which cannot do everything it
might desire and which must proceed through
proper channels even when some branch or
eve 0 ov
0
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The confines of governmental power are
spelled out explicitly or by implication in the
structure and various provisions of the Constitution, as amended.
The first part of this News Letter will
identify the main types of constitutional constraints that relate to international business
transactions. Next, these constitutional restraints will be applied to three recent case
histories affecting international business. Finally, the conclusion will deal with the importance of constitutional law and theory for
international business transactions.

CONSTITUTIONAL LIMITATIONS
At least three types of limitations can be
found in the Constitution. Some limitations
regulate the relationship between the federal
and state governments, usually subordinating
state regulation to national regulation. Other
constitutional limitations apportion the responsibilities of national government among

the legislative, executive, and judicial
branches. This is accomplished by an explicit
delegation of duties to each branch, in articles
I through III of the Constitution, and by an
implicit suggestion that each branch of the
federal government ought to respect the primary authority of other branches in certain
matters. Yet other limitations come from
general constraints on government, usually
by creating "rights" for persons (including
companies and noncitizens in many cases).

Limitations on State Regulation
One problem that gave rise to the framing
of the Constitution was the relative failure
of the previous Articles of Confederation to
effectuate national trade policy. Hence, the
Constitution explicitly or implicitly gives the
federal government the primary, and in many
instances exclusive, power to regulate international business transactions. For example,
Article I, Section 10, prohibits the states from
entering into treaties, alliances, or confederations with foreign governments, nor may the
states declare war on a foreign nation. The
second clause of Section 10 provides that
"[n]o State shall, without the consent of the
Congress, lay any imposts or duties on imports or exports," with a limited exception.
The purpose of Section 10 is to prevent
individual states from discouraging interna-

tional trade by creating barriers to trade or
by passing different forms of trade regulation.
Generally, foreign trade policy is reserved to
the federal government.
A more important, but also more complex,
limitation on state power is the commerce
clause of Article I, Section 8: "Congress shall
have power . . . [t]o regulate commerce with
foreign nations, and among the several States,
and with the Indian tribes." The commerce
clause is both a grant of power to Congress
and a limitation on the regulatory power of
the states, in two different ways. To begin
with, the Supreme Court has interpreted the
commerce clause to prevent states from enforcing some rules of commerce, even where
there has been no federal regulation. Under
this "dormant" commerce clause, a state rule
is invalid if it imposes a regulatory burden
on interstate or foreign commerce, or discriminates against such commerce, without
a weighty justification. For example, the
Supreme Court held in Japan Line Ltd. v.
County of Los Angeles, 44 U.S. 434 (1979),
that states are generally not permitted to tax
multinational enterprises if the state tax either
creates a substantial risk of international
double taxation or prevents the federal government from speaking with one voice when
regulating commercial relations with foreign
governments.

CALENDAR OF UPCOMING EVENTS
July 9-11:, Institute for Municipal Officials, Omni Hotel, Charlottesville. This seminar
is intended especially for newly elected town and city councilmembers, but those
councilmembers returning to office will also find the meeting helpful and are encouraged
to attend. The program includes sessions on budgeting, interlocal relations, risk management and insurance liability, and economic development. The seminar is cosponsored
by the Institute of Government and the Virginia Municipal League. For more information
or to register, call Jim Campbell at VML, (804) 649-8471.
July 16-18: Virginia Assessors' Institute, University of Virginia, Charlottesville. A twoday meeting for local government assessing officers, commissioners of the revenue and
persons interested in assessment practices. Workshops and program sessions will ~over
the principles, practice, and legal framework for assessing different types of real and
personal property. The meeting is cosponsored by the Virginia Association of Assessing
Officers and the Institute of Government; call Mary Ann Armstrong at (804) 924-0943
for additional information.

A further limitation on state power is
derived from the interaction of the commerce
clause and the supremacy clause of Article
VI of the Constitution:
This Constitution, and the laws of the
United States which shall be made in
pursuance thereof; and all treaties
made, or which shall be made, under
the authority of the United States, shall
be the supreme law of the land....
Thus, a state law can be "preempted" by
supreme federal law regulating commerce
(even though the state law standing alone
would not be a burden on interstate commerce). State regulation can be invalidated
because it interferes with a federal statutory
scheme, either by conflicting with the operation of the federal program (e.g., posing rules
at odds with the federal rules) or simply by
intruding into a field of regulation that is
completely occupied by Congress. Preemption limitations are very important, because
____C-:::-o_n~gr-ess has enacted a broad variety of laws
relating to foreign commerce, includIng the
Carriage of Goods by Sea Act, the Export
Administration Act, the Foreign Corrupt
Practices Act, and the various antitrust and
securities laws, that effectively preclude any
parallel state regulation of foreign commerce.
Statutes are not the only federal law texts
that may preempt state law. Under Article
II, Section 2, the president, with the "advice
and consent of the Senate," has the power
to conclude treaties with foreign countries;
and the supremacy clause expressly makes
such treaties the supreme law of the land.
The supremacy of federal treaties is particularly significant in the realm of international
business transactions, because the United
States has in force friendship, commerce, and
navigation (FCN) treaties with forty-three
other nations (as of 1981). These treaties
assure foreign countries that their trading
companies will enjoy most-favored-nation tax
and other advantages and will have generally
free access to United States markets, often
including the government procurement
market. These treaty provisions override contrary state and local laws.
In addition to bilateral treaties (those between the United States and one other country), the United States is a party to many
multilateral treaties (often called conventions)
that regulate international business transactions. These include the International Monetary Fund Agreement, which sets forth restrictions on foreign exchange and other
monetary rules; the Warsaw Convention, regulating air travel; and the Hague conventions
of Service of Process and Discovery of Evidence Abroad (just to mention some interesting and currently litigated examples). More
important for the international practitioner,
the president has submitted to the Senate for
ratification the 1980 Vienna Convention on
International Sales of Goods. That convention, if ratified, would displace state lawArticle 2 of the Uniform Commercial Codein many international sales transactions.

Limitations Applicable to Federal
Regulation
The supremacy of federal regulation of
international commerce does not guarantee
the validity of any and all federal regulation,

however. There is a central dilemma at the
heart of federal regulation of international
business transactions: the Constitution itself
vests most of the formal authority in Congress
(Article I, Section 8), but the executive branch
of government is usually better suited to
create rules because it can act more quickly
and can tailor rules better suited to the
constantly changing international environment. For example, in Youngstown Sheet &
Tube Co. v. Sawyer, 343 U.S. 579 (1952),
the U.S. Supreme Court invalidated Presid.ent Truman's occupation of private steel
mills in response to a threatened strike that
allegedly would have impaired the United
States'conduct of the Korean War. The Court
held that such a major policy initiative was
within the power of only Congress to achieve,
though it is apparent that Congress would
not have acted quickly enough to avert the
catastrophe that a work stoppage might have
occasioned.
While the limitations on state regulation
of international matters have become more
pronounce in the lasf ill y years, separation
of powers limitations on federal executive
regulation have slowly eroded. The erosion
has mainly resulted from the enactment of
statutes that vest broad discretion with the
executive branch to act in international affairs. Although the Supreme Court once
applied a rule against congressional delegation of broad authority to the president
without specific standards to guide discretion,
this "nondelegation doctrine" has long lain
in constitutional desuetude.
For a prominent example today, the International Economic Emergency Powers Act
(IEEPA) provides that the president may,
upon a declaration of national emergency:
nullify, void, prevent or prohibit, any
acquisition, holding, withholding, use,
transfer, withdrawal, transportation,
importation or exportation of, or dealing in, or exercising any right, power
or privilege with respect to, or transactions involving, any property in
which any foreign country or a national
thereof has an interest; by any person,
or with respect to any property, subject
to the jurisdiction of the United States.
This statute was enacted in 1977, but similar
language in a previous statute had been
upheld against challenge based on the nondelegation doctrine. Pursuant to IEEPA, the
executive branch has unilaterally declared
trade embargoes against unfriendly countries
and has frozen the assets of those countrieswith disruptive effects for international businesses.
The Export Administration Act is equally
broad in its delegation of authority to the
executive branch. The act itself is little more
than a general declaration of principlesimplemented by hundreds of pages of detailed
legislative regulations in the Code of Federal
Regulations. Like IEEPA, the Export Administration Act has been upheld against
constitutional attack and has had extensive
effect upon United States persons and companies trying to do business abroad. For
example, the executive orders and regulations
prohibiting cooperation by United States
persons, companies, and controlled entities
with the Soviet Union's gas pipeline through

Western Europe terminated existing contractual relationships and frustrated other international business initiatives.
A third example illustrates the extent to
which current practice has attenuated constitutional separation of powers theory. Traditionally, Congress established United States
tariff levels by statute. Since the 194Os, however, most United States tariff policy has been
made by the executive branch, with occasional legislative involvement. In 1948, the
president entered into an executive agreement
called the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GAm. The GAIT is not a treaty,
because the Senate has never ratified it. But
it has served as the basis for a series of tariff
reductions and changes in import restrictions
since the 194Os. Congress has only generally
authorized the executive formulation of tariff
policy, yet the initiatives have not been successfully challenged.
Notwithstanding the above, separation of
powers principles do constrain federal government activity relating to international business transactIons. Irst, the pnnclples of
Youngstown Steel are still largely operative:
both the courts and the executive will defer
to legi"slative determinations of international
business policy. If international business interests were able to persuade Congress to
narrow the president's authority to declare
embargoes, or prevent certain exports, or
negotiate new tariff levels, it could do so, and
the courts would limit the executive to the
authorization contained in the statute.
Second, the constitutional separation of
powers has clearly influenced the executive's
choice of when to intervene in international
business activities. While the executive has
been active in formulating tariff and export
control rules, it has been pursuant to congressional authorization in an arena where
foreign relations considerations may change
unexpectedly and ongoing negotiation and
cooperation with other countries is important. The executive has been notably absent
as a policymaking force in respect to admiralty law, which is largely created by judicial
precedent and detailed legislation; international contract and letter of credit law (the
.
,
.
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Vienna Convention on International Sales to
the Senate for treaty ratification, rather than
adopting it as an executive agreement); and
the law of transnational transport, which is
governed by a combination of statutes, treaty,
and common law principles.
Third, even when Congress has granted the
executive broad discretionary powers over
matters for which the executive has traditionally played a policymaking role, there is a
potential constitutional problem with venturesome executive action. The Supreme
Court in The Paquete Habana, 175 U.S. 677
(1900), held that not only are federal treaties
and statutes the supreme law of the land, but
so is international law. While it appears that
Congress is free to override international law
through legislation, courts will engage in
every presumption that Congress intends to
respect international law. By extension, the
delegation of authority to the executive by
federal statutes should presumptively be read
to authorize the executive to act within the
confines of international law. Hence, the
executive might be found violating the

Indeed, the "political question doctrine" posits that Article III courts are not supposed
to make political judgments, and a long line
of Supreme Court decisions hold that foreign
nationalizations are not suitable for adjudication in United States courts. Americans
who lose property because of foreign nationalizations must go to the political
branches of government for their remedies.
Creation of an international pariah exception
to United States law by courts, even if only
implicitly, is inconsistent with the role of
courts under Article III of the Constitution.
The rationale that recovery in nationalization cases should be left to the executive
was borne out in the Iranian cases, for in
January 1981 the president and Iran reached
agreement for the return of the American
hostages and the settlement of American
claims against Iran in an arbitral tribunal (one
of the ways traditionally used by the executive
to settle international claims arising out of
nationalizations by foreign countries). The
United States-Iran Claims Agreement, of
course, suspend d almost all of the United
States litigation, and American claimants
challenged the agreement (which was not
ratified by the Senate) as an unconstitutional
executive assertion of legislative and judicial
power. This was, they argued, just like the
Youngstown Steel case described above.
The Supreme Court considered these arguments in Dames & Moore v. Regan, 453
U.S. 654 (1981).2 It rejected the president's
argument that his suspension of claims was
authorized by Congress in IEEPA, but accepted a much broader basis for executive
power. While Congress had never explicitly
authorized the president to suspend litigation
claims against foreign states, IEEPA and
other legislation were undoubtedly broad
commitments of foreign policy initiative to
the president. And, critical for the Court's
opinion, the president had repeatedly settled
nationalization and other foreign claims in
the past without any objection from Congress. The long tradition of executive action,
its apparent usefulness in conducting necessary foreign policy goals, and legislative acquiescence were sufficient to quell the separation of powers reservations of a
In a world of mercurial governments and
radical changes in political climates, the constitutional issues posed by the Iranian cases
will surely recur. The international business
practitioner might be well advised to consult
the experience of the Iranian cases, both to
understand the arguments pro and con and
to recognize that the arguments that won in
many of the Iranian cases will not prevail
in the next instance of disruption of international business because of a foreign revolution.

Libyan Embargo & Assets Regulations
Whereas the breakdown of United States
relations with Iran was swift and precipitous,
the breakdown in relations with Muammar
Qaddafi's Libya was long in coming. But
when it came, the executive response was
similar to that in the 1979 Iran crisis (except
2 The author of this News Letter was a counsel for one of the
defendants defending the executive action in Dames & Moore.

that only a few lawsuits were pending against
the foreign country. President Reagan in
January 1986 announced a general embargo
against virtually all commercial transactions
with Libya or Libyan entities and a freeze
of Libyan assets within the jurisdiction of the
United States. The Treasury Department implemented the president's announcement with
regulations pursuant to IEEPA.
There is at present little debate over
whether the Libyan Regulations are generally
constitutional. The executive's action seems
far less open to question than its settlement
of the Iranian crisis, which was upheld in
Dames & Moore. There are few, if any,
lawsuits disrupted or suspended by the executive action; the regulations appear to be
directly sanctioned by IEEPA; and informal
congressional reaction seems to have been
almost uniformly favorable. Two interesting
constitutional issues lurk in the shadows of
this most recent initiative, however. Both
issues relate to the Fifth Amendment of the
Constitution.
One issue involves the takings clause. The
Libyan Regulations require United States
companies and their subsidiaries to terminate
virtually all economic relations with Libya
and Libyan entities, including relations that
are long term in nature. Hence, some companies will have to close down operations in
Libya, cancel contracts with Libyan entities,
and perhaps also cancel ancillary contracts
with carriers, banks, and other companies
that are no longer needed to carry out obligations with Libyan entities. American companies thus affected stand to lose a great deal
of money. Machinery and goods will have
to be transported out of Libya, or sold at
fire-sale prices. Contracting partners might
sue the American companies for breach of
contract and seek damages. Such lawsuits
were successful in European courts after the
Soviet Pipeline Regulations similarly disrupted contractual relations, and those precedents might persuade American companies
to negotiate liquidated damage amounts with
terminated contract partners.
In short, international business interests are
paying a potentially high price for the unia
f'
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States (our European allies are not cooperating in the embargo). Do these losses constitute a "taking of property" for which "just
compensation" must be paid under the Fifth
Amendment? The Supreme Court has not
squarely addressed such concern, though the
issue was presented in Dames & Moore.
Justice Powell's concurring opinion in Dames
& Moore strongly argued that United States
claimants that did not find a remedy in the
United States-Iran Claims Tribunal would
have a just compensation claim against the
United States. Quoting from earlier Supreme
Court precedent, Justice Powell reminded the
Court:
'The Fifth Amendment's guarantee
that private property shall not be taken
for a public use without just compensation was designed to bar Government
from forcing some people alone to bear
the public burdens which, in all fairness
and justice, should be borne by the
public as a whole.'

It appears that a similar argument might be
made by some of the United States firms
affected by the Libyan Regulations.
A second constitutional issue arises out of
the flip side of the first issue. Rather than
suffer loss of property or breach of contract,
some United States firms and persons, it has
been reported in the media, have simply
"assigned" their contracts or property to
European firms or persons, who might then
carry on business with the Libyans as the
Americans had done before (with compensation to the American firms or persons). The
news media and at least one forthcoming law
review article conclude that such arrangements do not fall within the prohibitions of
the Libyan Regulations. But such arrangements may be regulated by the executive (the
media and the article may be wrong). First,
the regulations themselves prohibit any and
all mechanisms seeking to evade the embargo,
and it appears that the assignment or licensing
arrangements described in the media are
simple evasions that ought to fall within the
statutory olicy. Second, and potentiall
more important, the assignment of contract
rights will often fall within the Commerce
Department's Export Control Regulations
and hence would require a special license to
accomplish, because the Export Control Regulations prohibit the export or re-export of
technical data (which is defined so broadly
as to include virtually any useful information)
as well as goods and other property. Presumably, the Commerce Department would
not license a transaction that evades the
Treasury Department's Libyan Embargo Regulations.
If it is correct that transactions in Europe
cannot get around the Libyan Embargo Regulations, there may be a constitutional problem deserving of serious litigation. The regulation of contract transactions in Europe by
executive fiat might be challenged as beyond
the authority delegated to the executive by
Congress. The enabling statutes (IEEPA and
the Export Administration Act) are very
broadly worded, but they do not on their
face contemplate regulation of transactions
taking place solely in Europe. The jurisdictional validity of such United States reguation is a matter of severe in ernationa
debate, and one might presume that Congress
did not intend United States regulation to
sweep so broadly unless the statute more
explicitly sanctions it. A similar argument
might be constructed under the due process
clause.

CONCLUSION: THE IMPORTANCE
OF CONSTITUTIONAL NORMS
Constitutional law and theory are important, and indeed increasingly important, for
the international business practitioner and
policymaker, for three reasons. First, constitutional theory and case law have profoundly
affected the evolution of government regulation of international transactions by emphasizing the role of the federal legislature
and executive and by expanding the individual rights limits on all government action.
Precedent and past practice influence the
government's response to foreign policy crises
and define the range of options available. For
example, the current Libyan Regulations are

contractors that use American products and
materials. Indeed, Congress in 1933 enacted
a federal Buy American statute that has been
the model for some of the state laws. Nonetheless, many of the state laws have been
challenged because of their asserted interference with international trade, and some of
the state laws or regulations have been invalidated.

Bethlehem Steel Corp. v. Board of Commissioners of the Department of Water &
Power, 80 Cal. Reptr. 800 (Ct. App. 2d Dist.
1969), involved a challenge to California's
Buy American statute by contractors whose
bids were rejected because they used Japanese
steel. The court held that the California law
not only was preempted by the federal law,
but also that the law was an unconstitutional
encroachment upon the federal government's
"exclusive power over foreign affairs" and an
"undue interference with the United States'
conduct of foreign relations. " The court
found that the authority to conduct foreign
trade olic is the exclusive province of the
federal government and that Congress and
the president had pursued that policy by
entering into dozens of bilateral commercial
treaties, the GATf, and other multilateral
international commercial arrangements. To
allow a state to place an effective embargo
on foreign products for certain purposes, the
court reasoned, would have great potential
for disrupting national trade policy, such as
the negotiation of reduced trade barriers
through GATT.
Like the Bethlehem Steel court, the courts
in several other states have invalidated local
Buy American statutes. Yet other courts have
upheld their local policies against constitutional attack. The New Jersey Supreme Court
in K.S.B. Technical Sales v. North Jersey
District Water Supply Commission, 381 A.2d
744 (N.J. 1978), upheld its state's Buy American laws against three constitutional indictments. First, the court held that the state
procurement policy was not preempted by
GATT, because of a GATT exception for local
procurement policies for governmental purpose. It is noteworthy that the court treated
the GAIT as the supreme law of the land,
which can supersede state law, even though
GATT is only an executive agreement and
not a treaty ratified by the Senate. The court
did not consider the apparent inconsistency
between the state law and many of the
bilateral FCN treaties in force for the United
States.
Second, the court rejected the Bethlehem
Steel argument that Buy American statutes
intrude into the federal foreign relations
power. The court argued that GATf's allowance of such regulations rendered them presumptively consistent with the overriding federal policy of free international trade and that
there was no evidence of a "significant and
direct impact upon foreign affairs" y the state
police. Third, the court found the dormant
commerce clause and substantive due process
arguments unpersuasive, because the New
Jersey statute reflected a legitimate local policy of encouraging local industry. That the
Congress has adopted a similar policy in the
federal Buy American statute was persuasive
to the court.

Much of the debate over Buy American
statutes has occurred on the level of proper
policy. In the last twenty years, that debate
has generated numerous constitutional challenges to such legislation, mainly on grounds
of federalism (state intrusion upon international commerce or federal foreign relations
power) and due process (the rules are not
justified by a rational governmental purpose).
While the statutes remain in many jurisdictions, the debate persists.

Iranian Assets Litigation
The Shah of Iran left his country in February 1979. The Empire of Iran, a stalwart
United States ally for several decades, became
the Islamic Republic of Iran, consumed with
internal turmoil and anti-American sentiment. The turmoil disrupted the operations
of dozens of United States companies (including controlled subsidiaries) in Iran, and
the anti-American sentiment in the government contributed to its decision to nationalize
many foreign-owned companies and operations in the summer of 1979. Fifty-three
Americans were taken hostage in November
of that year, precipitating a foreign policy
crisis that lasted 444 agonizing days.
Hundreds of lawsuits were filed against
Iran and Iranian enterprises in 1979 as a result
of the turmoil, the nationalizations, and the
taking of the hostages. Almost all the lawsuits
were filed in federal district courts. In most
of the lawsuits, American companies sued
Iranian companies for breach of contract, and
named the Islamic Republic as a co-defendant
so that national assets in the United States
could be attached to satisfy judgments. In
the nationalization cases, American companies sued Iran as the main defendant, but
usually named Iranian state companies as codefendants for jurisdictional purposes. Although few of the lawsuits reached any determinations on the merits of the claims
(because the executive froze Iranian assets in
this country and prevented judgments from
being entered against Iran or its state trading
companies), the judges who decided procedural issues in the lawsuits faced substantial
constitutional issues that are often raised in
intern io
i ig tio .
The most important questions were ones
of due process. Under what circumstances
could United States courts adjudicate controversies involving foreign sovereigns and
fact situations thousands of miles away? In
the nationalization cases, there appeared to
be no connection between the defendant
(Iran), the forum (the United States), and the
controversy (the nationalization of Iranian
firms in Iran, and failure to provide compensation in Iran to the owners of those firms)
a connection that is traditionally required to
establish adjudicatory jurisdiction. Moreover,
both international law and the federal Foreign
Sovereign Immunities Act (FSIA) assure foreign sovereigns of litigation immunity for
"governmental activities," including nationalizations.
Notwithstanding the problems of international law and national due process, the
leading United States decision in the nationalization cases asserted jurisdiction over Iran
and found no sovereign immunity. The District Court in American International Group

v. Iran, 493 F. Supp. 522 (D.D.C. 1980),
remanded, 657 F.2d 430 (D.C. Cir. 1981),
reasoned in part that Iran was the "alter ego"
of its state trading companies that did business generally in the United States and therefore that Iran could be used as a private entity
in the United States because its alter ego
companies could be sued. I The court's willingness to attribute characteristics of independent state trading companies to Iran was
based upon virtually no factual record, and
its approach has been rejected by the Supreme
Court in the more recent case arising out of
Cuban nationalizations, namely First National City Bank v. Banco Para el Comercio,
103 S. Ct. 2591 (1983).
Conventional due process and internationallaw principles invalidate the reasoning
actually used by the American International
Group court, but its opinion was not alone
in slighting traditional law in order to grant
plaintiffs relief against Iran and Iranian entities. Plaintiffs argued, and many federal
judges implicitly agreed, that principles of
constitutional and international aw should not be applied to favor a regime as unfriendly
as Iran was to the United States in 197981. This "international pariah exception" to
United States law appeals to the idea that
since Iran behaves unfairly toward United
States citizens, the United States is entitled
to deny Iran the benefits of its law. There
are two constitutional problems with this
exception, however.
One problem with the exception is that it
violates assurances of due process. When a
federal statute, such as the FSIA, says that
nationalizations are not to be the basis of
lawsuits against foreign sovereigns in United
States courts, that statutory rule ought to be
applied to friendly countries as well as unfriendly ones. So, too, ought the due process
restrictions on adjudicatory jurisdiction of
United States court. Traditionally, the Constitution has been applied to the good, the
bad, and the horrible. The alleged white collar
criminal who is an outstanding community
servant is entitled to no greater formal protection under the Fourth Amendment (which
prohibits unreasonable searches and seizures)
who has a criminal record. And the First
Amendment has been held to protect the
peaceable assembly of Nazi groups as well
as socially progressive ones. To the extent
that the United States views itself as a society
of law, and the Constitution as a set of
fundamental limits on government, it should
look askance in the future at the international
pariah exception accepted by some jurists in
the Iranian litigation.
A second problem is that the federal executive branch, operating under Article II of
the Constitution, has traditionally borne the
responsibility for retaliating against unfriendly foreign governments. This is the sort
of political judgment normally left by our
Constitution to the president and Congress.

I The author of this News Letter was a counsel for defendants
in the American International Group case. The doctrinal errors
of the decision are examined in Eskridge, "The Iranian Nationalization Cases," 22 Harvard International Law Journal 525 (1982).

Congressional authorization if executive regulations transgress the jurisdictional and
other limitations of international law.

Limitations Applicable to All
Governmental Regulation
The limitations discussed above primarily
apportion power to deal with international
matters among the different branches or levels
of United States governments. The assumption of all the power-apportionment rules is
that some government branch can create the
regulation (often the federal Congress is the
only, or the preferred, state actor). A third
set of constitutional precepts restricts the
actions and regulations of all governmental
bodies in the United States. These precepts
establish "rights" on behalf of persons to be
free of governmental action. Most of the
rights discussed below are substantially applicable to foreign persons and to companies.
Most of the rights found in the original
Constitution of 789 are of little practical
importance today. Articl I, Section 9, for
example, provides that "[n]o bill of attainder
or ex post facto Law shall be passed" by
Congress, and Article I, Section 10, makes
the same prohibition applicable to the states.
A bill of attainder is an arbitrary deprivation
of property or liberty against a specified
person or group of persons. An ex post facto
law is a criminal type prohibition that applies
retroactively, thereby making criminal an act
that was not criminal when committed. The
bill of attainder clause was invoked, unsuccessfully, to challenge federal detention of
Iranian students and other persons after the
taking of fJity-three American hostages in
Teheran.
More important are the limitations enumerated in the Bill of Rights, or the first ten
amendments to the Constitution. The amendments by their terms limit the federal government from acting in prohibited ways, and
the Supreme Court has interpreted the Fourteenth Amendment to incorporate most of
those protections to prevent similar action
by the states. For international business transactions, the most important protective provi ion is the du rocess clause of both the
Fifth and Fourteenth amendments: "No person shall ... be deprived of life, liberty, or
property, without due process of law" (Fifth
Amendment, applicable to the federal government); "[n]or shall any State deprive any
person of life, liberty, or property, without
due process of law" (Fourteenth Amendment). While the due process clause may
appear to be a rather simple and unadorned
constitutional text, it has been interpreted
over time by the Supreme Court to become
a detailed elaboration of both substantive and
procedural limitations on the power of government to act.
Since the late nineteenth century, state and
federal courts have interpreted the due process clause to be a substantive limitation on
government regulation. Typically, the limitation has been that the government can act
only where its action is a reasonable means
to achieve a legitimate governmental purpose.
Although "substantive due process" has been
narrowly circumscribed by the V nited States
Supreme Court, many of the highest courts
in the states still apply such analysis to

scrutinize state regulation, especially when it
affects interstate or foreign transactions. Even
at the federal level, substantive due process
review will invalidate government action
when it unjustifiably trenches upon a "fundamental personal interest." One such interest
is the right to travel internationally. In
Aptheker v. Secretary of State, 378 V.S. 500
(1964), the Supreme Court overturned a federal statute prohibiting members of certain
organizations from obtaining passports, on
the ground that the statutory policy infringed
upon individuals' right of international travel
without presenting a compelling government
interest.
The United States Supreme Court has been
more willing to overturn governmental actions under the doctrine of "procedural due
process." The Supreme Court's recent cases
suggest that whenever state or federal governments deprive a person or company of life,
liberty, or property, there must be notice of
the proposed deprivation and a right to be
heard (usually before the deprivation) by an
impartial decisionmaker. Thus, in judicial
proceedings (to which these guarantees are
most clearly applicable), the defendant must
receive actual notice of the lawsuit, and not
just constructive notice published in a newspaper; cannot have its property attached or
its conduct enjoined without being heard in
opposition, unless there is an emergency (and
a prompt post-deprivation hearing can be
had); and must be treated reasonably and
fairly.
The Supreme Court has also extended due
process assurances to many administrative
proceedings. A government agency granting
or revoking a license, or passing on a person's
or company's application for entitlements,
must be accompanied by some procedural
protections. Federal agencies regulating export transactions are fully aware of these
assurances and have usually established regularized procedures. Hence, an applicant for
a special validated export license lNill be
considered by an impartial bureaucrat, with
opportunities for appeal if the decision is
adverse.
Another important procedural facet of the
due process guarantee limits the jurisdiction
of governmental bodies to regulate or adjudicate international conduct. The Supreme
Court generally limits state jurisdiction to
controversies involving defendants that have
systematic and continuous contacts with the
state or that commit acts within the state (or
outside the state, but with direct and substantial effects within the state) and the acts
give rise to the claim for relief. In WorldWide Volkswagen Corp. v. Woodson, 444
U.S. 286 (1980), the Supreme Court held that
the State of Oklahoma could not sue nonresident an automobile retailer and a distributor based upon the sale of the automobile
in New York and its subsequent breakdown
in Oklahoma. The Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure generally limit "long-arm jurisdiction" to the constitutional maximum for the
state in which the federal court sits, and so
the constitutional limitations on state court
jurisdiction have truly national significance.
When either Congress or an authorized
executive department or agency chooses to
assert regulatory jurisdiction over the entire
United States, the due process clause poses

no barrier. But it does limit the ability of
the federal government to regulate "extraterritorial" conduct. Generally, United States
regulation may reach the conduct of V nited
States nationals abroad, as well as foreign
actions having a direct and substantial effect
in the United States. It probably may also
reach foreign conduct that impacts on the
United States' national security, though domestic and foreign commentators are severely
divided as to the definition of "national
security," and how proximate the impact
must be to justify V nited States regulation.
For example, the administration's Soviet
Pipeline Regulations explicitly regulated foreign subsidiaries of United States corporations. United States courts upheld the regulations, but Dutch courts refused to
recognize the legitimacy of such regulation.
This is an unresolved issue of both international law and United States constitutional
law.
In addition to the due process clause, the
Fifth Amendment of the Constitution contains the important takings clause: "ln)or shall
private property be taken for public use,
without just compensation." The takings
clause is usually not a basis for striking down
legislation (unless the taking serves only a
private and not public purpose); instead, it
is the basis for a subsequent claim that V nited
States regulation of property should be accompanied by compensation. When the executive blocked the transfer of Cuban assets
in the early 196Os, the owners of the assets
and others argued that the freeze of assets
was effectively a taking. The federal courts
generally rejected such arguments, in part
because the blocking order was formally only
a "temporary" freeze of assets (one that is
still in force a quarter-eentury later, however)
and in part because the executive action was
in response to hostile action by Cuba. As
Judge Friendly of the Second Circuit put it
in Sardino v. Federal Reserve Bank of New
York, 361 F.2d 106 (2d Cir. 1966), "the
Constitution protects the alien from arbitrary
action by our government but not from
reasonable response to such action by his
own."

RECENT EXAMPLES OF
CONSTITUTIONAL ISSUES
The three types of limitations discussed
above-federalism, separation of powers, and
individual rights limitations-do not exist
singly and apart. Every time the state or
national government acts, its officials are at
some level aware of all these limitations, and
they operate together to define the options
for government regulation. What part of the
government should regulate? How far can the
regulation proceed? Three examples will reveal that interesting constitutional issues lay
behind recent and dramatic government involvement in international business transactions.

"Buy American" Laws
Many states, including Virginia, have statutes or regulations requiring specified state
agencies or contractors to follow procurement
or contract policies favoring the use of American products and materials and preferring

patterned on those that were used against
Cuba and Iran in previous crises and withstood constitutional attack Before the president agreed to the United States-Iran Claims
Agreement, the executive carefully considered
the constitutionality of the agreement.
Second, constitutional law can sometimes
be the basis for judicial invalidation of objectionable government regulation of international transactions, especially state regulation. A fair amount of litigation involving
international transactions appears to implicate constitutional challenges to state taxation, discrimination, or regulation of international activities. Even federal rules can be
changed by litigating their constitutionality,

for courts may interpret federal statutes narrowly, so as to avoid constitutional questions
or clashes with the United States' responsibilities under international law.
Third, constitutional arguments are often
important in the ongoing enforcement of
federal or state policy (even after the policy
has been determined). Some of the state Buy
American laws have been upheld against
constitutional attack, in large part because
they were narrowly confined to local needs,
and contained flexible enforcement provisions. A most recent example involves the
Libyan Regulations. Some United States companies were able to persuade the administration to allow them to retain assets in Libya

for some time after January 1986, so that
they could liquidate their holdings in an
orderly way. Obviously, the companies were
arguing that any abrupt departure would
cause them substantial losses-and subject
the United States to a claim for just compensation under the takings clause.
Constitutional law does not directly influence most international business transactions
or their regulation. But the history of international business regulation, and the sorts of
policy arguments that can be made by affected
persons, are profoundly influenced by the
dynamics and doctrines of constitutional law.
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